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Victory is always possible for the 

person who refuses to stop fighting. 



Dear Parent / Student 

 

Modern Vidya Niketan is an incarnation of self respect, love, affection, sensibility, 

responsibility and compassion which puts the students into a state of flow and makes 

them genuinely want to learn. We recognize, appreciate applaud and foster the fine 

blend of sensibilities in a child changing a negative outlook from drab and demoralized 

to bright and expectant. The school attains its eminence in the first place through the 

achievement of children. All these I believe spurs higher growth and enterprise in 

children. It has been an expectant stimulating beginning of the new session 2021-2022 

interspersed with engaging activities, assemblies, Creative clubs and Book week. We 

are sure that the positive attitude, hard work sustained efforts and innovative ideas 

exhibited by our young learners showcased in the Newsletter pics will surely stir the 

mind of the readers and take them to the real world of unalloyed joy and pleasure.  

Forging ahead with the belief that the heart of education is the education of the heart, 

I would like to encourage all my students to nurture the habit of reading for it is second 

to none. Regular reading is a natural therapy to reduce stress and balance our thought 

processes. Reading is a positive habit that enriches the vocabulary, enhances the 

analytical skills and helps to become better at conversations. As quoted by Oscar Wilde 

“It is what you read when you don’t have to that determines that you will be when you 

can’t help it” clearly highlights the importance of reading. So dear children, the effects 

of reading are cumulative – a practical way to approach it is to determine your reading 

goals and have the willingness to read and grow in the process.  

Ms. Sumita Banerjee 

(TGT English)  



FEAR ZONE – HOW TO HANDLE IT 
We all are going through very tough times of our lives. This pandemic has created huge disruption 

in our daily routines. We all are trying hard to cope up but it is tough to keep ourselves stress free 

at times. With so many mis-happenings around where people are even losing lives, we all are 

frightened for the safety of our near and dear ones. So there is a FEAR ZONE around where we 

are feeling helpless and full of uncertainty. The media and daily updates are increasing the fear in 

our minds. Many of us are over thinking, having sleep problems, bad mood and lots of stress. 

Is there anything that we can do to get away from this fear zone? Let me give you some options. 

Learning zone: As we are spending more time at homes with our family, we may spend some time 

in the learning zone by learning the importance of things usually taken for granted, like our family 

and friends, our homes, our helpers, etc. By showing gratitude for what we have, we can move 

away from fear zone at least for some time.  

Growth zone: Have a close look at yourself and see how your personality has improved in the last 

one and half year! Don’t you think you have become mentally stronger, more patient, more skillful 

and even more responsible? This is the growth of your personality. Spend more time in this growth 

zone by developing empathy and becoming more independent. This will definitely take you away 

from the fear zone. 

Action zone: This is the most important and vibrant zone. Take action. Despite being confined in 

the homes, you still have the option to make a difference by taking some actions for others. Spread 

good vibes, check on your family and friends, and talk to family members who are stressed out. If 

nothing, it may create a difference in their day. Please do not just stay confined in your rooms 

engaging in your own entertainment. Extend the helping hand to family members, interact with 

grandparents, play with siblings. There may be someone nearby who is taking too much stress. 

Observe others around and extend a helping hand by listening to them, supporting them. These 

small acts not only help others around you, but also create confidence and joy in your life and pull 

you out from the fear zone.  

Let us all sail through this difficult time together not just by grappling with fear, but by learning, 

growing and acting to create positive vibes for ourselves as well as for others.  

 

Ms. Archana Bapat 
 

(Counsellor) 
 



 

We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act, but a habit. 

–Aristotle 

  

SPECIAL ASSEMBLIES 

Grade VI-C presented an interesting assembly on 

amazingly realistic Virtual Tour of India. 

Sometimes all it takes to uplift your soul is to 

relax, have fun and go on a vacation in the middle 

of a hectic schedule but the Coronavirus 

pandemic has gripped the entire world with fear 

and forced people to stay at home.  

With its grand history and rich heritage, India is 

home to diverse experiences and ways of life. 

With the travel ban being imposed all around the 

world, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the 

students of class VI-C took an initiative to explore 

the depth and expanse of the culture and heritage 

of Incredible India and let the viewers enjoy 

beautiful locations digitally and experience the joy 

of travelling from comfort of their homes. ENJOY 

THE BREATHTAKING BEAUTIFUL LOCATIONS 

OF INDIA 

 

A Virtual Tour of India 

 



  

“God has gifted us with Mother Nature who nourishes us at every point….  

And the responsibility of saving her lies on all of our shoulders…..  

On World Environment Day, let us promise to fulfil this responsibility!!!” 

 
World Environment Day is celebrated annually on June 5 by the United 

Nations under its United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP). The 

aim of World Environment Day, also known as 'Eco Day' or 'Environment 

Day', is to spread awareness about the importance of the environment and 

also the need to protect it for the future generations. The theme of World 

Environment Day 2021 is 'Ecosystem Restoration'.  

A special assembly was conducted by the students of Modern Vidya 

Niketan , Sec-17 to mark this occasion, stressing on the measures to be 

taken towards protecting Mother Earth. One of the students recited a 

poem and expressed his feelings and thoughts on the environment. The 

main attraction was the skit which showcased the need to conserve our 

resources and to build a greener world. This thought provoking skit 

stimulated the awareness about the environment and aimed at enhancing 

attention and action towards safeguarding it. The assembly culminated 

with the Anthem of World Environment Day, beautifully sung by the young 

enthusiasts. 

 

 

SAVE ENVIRONMENT 

 



  



 

 

 

 

  

EARTH  DAY CELEBRATIONS 

On the occasion of Earth Day, an array of creative and innovative activities were 

organized with an objective to sensitize everyone about the need to conserve, reuse, 

recreate, recycle and revive the resources to create awareness to save our planet. 

The students of Class 6 planted saplings in small pots and created a miniature 

garden for their study tables. Students of Class 7 used waste materials innovatively to 

craft out useful products like wall hangings, bookmarks, cards, wooden pencil boxes, 

photo frames, fruit baskets, piggy banks, pen stands, paper dolls, cloth bags etc. It 

was a great learning experience for one and all. 

Let us not forget that the earth is the holiest place in the universe and loving it and 

loving life is the way to generate positive vibrations. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Families are the inspiration to reach great heights and comfort when we occasionally 

falter. There is no doubt that it is around the family and the home in that all the greatest 

virtues… are created, strengthened and maintained. 

Family Day was celebrated by the students of Middle Wing of the school in a very unique 

and interesting way. With little to no travel happening at the moment, the families of class 

Vlll students took a mini break and stay-cationed at homes in tents in their balconies, 

courtyards, rooftops and terraces. All members of the family came together in the tent for 

a game of ludo, chess, carrom, scrabble etc. Students were amazingly creative and 

innovative to replicate an outdoor camping environment in their homes. Students of class 

Vll designed their house name plates to give a new and novel identity to their abodes 

where they are spending the maximum time during the ongoing pandemic. The students 

of Class Vl also exhibited their innocent love, affection and warmth for their families by 

crafting and decorating collages of family pictures taken in good times. International 

family Day actually reminds us that all the relationships in the world will remain sweet and 

pleasant only if they are given care, time and attention. The memories we create with our 

family are the masterpieces crafted on the frame of our mind which we cherish all the 

time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

FAMILY  DAY CELEBRATIONS 



 

  



 
 
 
 
 

“A Mother is she who can take the place of all others, 

but whose place no one else can take” 
 

 

Mother’s Day is a special day for all children and mothers as it celebrates the bond of 

love and affection that is everlasting. Mothers are the emotional backbone of the family, 

who have the magic touch to heal all wounds and make all things beautiful. The day is 

celebrated to honour the contribution of mothers, acknowledge the efforts of maternal 

bonds and the role of mothers in our society. She is the epitome of love, affection, 

sacrifice and generosity. Her presence in the world provides solace to the suffering of 

humanity. Her smiling face removes all sorrows and frets of the world. Thoughtful self-

composed Hindi poems were written on a scroll and sung by the young, enthusiastic 

students of Class VIII. Students of Class VII prepared magnificent photo frames and 

those of Class VI crafted Wall Hangings that made the day the most memorable and 

affectionate for all the mothers. Mesmerising Poem Rendition by Piyush Rawat,Yatika 

and Anushka of Class Vlll captivated everyone’s heart. 

 

CELEBRATING THE EVERLASTING BOND OF LOVE & AFFECTION 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

MOTHER’S DAY CELEBRATIONS 



 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

  



 
 
 
 
 

“Only if we understand can we care. 
Only if we care will we help. 

Only if we help shall all be saved.” 
-- Dr. Jane Goodall 

 

Modern Vidya Niketan, Sec-17 believes that ‘Educating the mind without educating the 

heart is no education at all’. The mentors took up National Endangered Species Day as 

an opportunity to raise compassion and awareness among children about endangered 

species and wildlife. It gave us the chance to increase our young ones’ knowledge about 

them. They were also apprised about how to bring awareness among the public that can 

become key steps to save the precious lives. The little hands of Grade VI took the ideas 

to implementation and made some beautiful animal masks, such were the efforts that the 

masks almost came to life. Grade VII Students did their best as the skilful hands made 

striking functional bird feeders. The activities added zest to the day and the significance 

of the event was well noted and understood. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NATIONAL ENDANGERED SPECIES DAY 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“If you wish to renew your Mind – READ and allow it to Dream, for a book is a 

magical thing that lets you travel to far-away places without ever leaving your chair.” 

To celebrate the joy of reading books and enlarge the child's world,  

Modern Vidya Niketan, Sector-17 organised  a BOOK WEEK for Middle Wing  

 from 24th  May to 28th  May 2021 to give wings to the mind and flight to the imagination.   

BOOK WEEK CELEBRATIONS 



BOOK WEEK DAY 1 

“Fill your house with stacks of books, In all the crannies and all the nooks.” 

AUTHOR’S ALLEY- THE INITIATION 

Modern Vidya Niketan, Sec 17, Faridabad celebrated  the week (25th May-29th May) as 

the Book Week,  Book-A-Thon 2021 is a gentle effort to encourage the spirit of reading 

among the students. 

The day one of this special week started by understanding the elegance, grace and 

unique writing styles of different authors. Students of Class VIII sowed the seeds of 

Book-A-Thon by compiling the journey, from ordinary to extraordinary, of three of the 

best-known authors of all time; Gerrald Durrell, William Shakespeare and H.G. Wells. VIII 

A was soaked in the goodness of ‘My Family and the other Animals’ by Gerrald Durrell, 

VIII B was amazed to know about the twisting tale and power packed dialogues of ‘The 

Merchant of Venice’ by William Shakespeare and VIII C wondered the possibility of the 

hair-raising Sci fi, ‘The Invisible Man’ by H.G. Wells. The life stories and the monumental 

works of these great authors motivated the students to plunge into the stellar world of 

books. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

“Books are the quietest and most constant of friends; 

they are the most accessible and wisest of counselors, 

and the most patient of teachers.” 

Children’s Book Week is the annual celebration 

of books for young people and the joy of reading. 

Established in 1919, Children’s Book Week is 

the longest-running national literacy initiative in 

the country. It helps introduce children of all 

ages and their parents to the pleasure of reading 

and the worlds that exist between the covers of 

great books. Classes 6 and 7 also celebrated 

‘Book Week’ to offer the joy of reading books 

and to encourage the students to explore these 

treasure houses of deep knowledge. DAY 1 

commenced with AUTHOR’S ALLEY – THE 

INITIALIZATION.  Children of Classes 6 and 7 

were acquainted with the life, times and 

prominent works of Jules Verne and Chris Van 

Allsburg respectively through a PowerPoint 

presentation. 

 



BOOK WEEK DAY 2 

“You can’t use creativity. The more you use it, the more you have.” 

-- Maya Angelou 

INGENUITY AT WORK- ARTFUL CRAFTISTRY 

‘The Artful Craftistry’ was celebrated at Modern Vidya Niketan Sec-17 as the second day activity 

of a week long Book-A-Thon. After a fair introduction of the famous books on the first day of the 

book week, the young readers were all set to bring the characters to life in the form of 

bookmarks, posters, digital images of characters, book jackets and sketches. Now, their 

favourite characters would be all around them in various forms of creativities to remind them and 

invite them back into the beautiful book world. It was a treat for the eyes to see their innovative 

ideas transforming the virtual classrooms into fantasy land; the power of reading was visible in 

their presentations and in their beaming smiles, now, they are eager to unfold the treasures of 

the third day in ‘The Knowledge Tree’. 

 
  
 

 

 

 

 

  



  
“Imagination is the beginning of creation. You imagine what you desire, you will what you 

imagine, and at last, you create what you will.” 

Creativity is an area in which younger people have a tremendous advantage, since they have an 

endearing habit of always questioning past wisdom and authority. 

Day 2 of the Book Week commenced with ARTFUL CRAFTISTRY. The festivities were 

supplemented by the Grade 6 students with their explicit yet whimsical sketches of the author 

Jules Verne and characters from his books. The celebration of the day was summed up by Grade 

7 students who incited our imaginations by digitally revamping the covers of various books of 

Chris Van Allsburg. 

 



BOOK WEEK DAY 3 

THE KNOWLEDGE TREE- THE CONSTRUAL 

Modern Vidya Niketan Sec-17 continues to celebrate the legacy of the authors and their 

works as it completes the third day of the Book-A-Thon 2021. 

An author, who carves out exceptional stories and kindles the fire of knowledge, is the 

root, holding together the soil, parallel to the entire world. These roots giving rise to 

trees that are the books, branching into several characters. Each branch has its own 

variety of colors, synonymously, their characteristics. 

These associations were expressed pictorially by the creative students of class VIII in the 

form of ‘The Knowledge Tree’ on the 3rd day of the book week. It was a tribute to the 

authors who have been holding the world together for centuries through their work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



CURIOUS VOICES- EXPRESSING THOUGHTS 

You should write because you love the shape of stories and sentences  

and the creation of different words on a page. 
 

Writing comes from reading, and reading is the best teacher. Reading allows us to see 

and understand the world through the eyes of others. Everybody is talented because 

everybody who is human has something to express.  

Day 3 of the Book Week commenced with EXPRESSING THOUGHTS. Students of 

Class 6 got vocal on and about their favourite character assuming themselves in their 

place and students of  Class 7 wrote an anticlimax to their favourite book using their 

powerful thoughts. 

 



BOOK WEEK DAY 4 

When we give students the opportunity to acquire a robust vocabulary, 

we give them the key to unlock the door to comprehension. 

 

WATCH YOUR WORDS- MIND BENDER 

The students of Class VIII showcased their linguistic skills in the quiz – ‘Watch 

Your Words – Mind Bender’ on the day 4 of the book week, Book-A-Thon. The 

quiz was a display of enthusiasm and energy. They learned, asked, answered, 

some won and some lost the game too but what has remained with them is the 

experience of the game and curiosity to know more. The young readers are now 

keen to share their experiences of the book week with the other sections on day 5 

which would be the culmination of the book week - “Two Way Street- Synergism” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



VOCABULARY CAPSULE 

“You can't build a vocabulary without reading. You can't meet friends if you ... stay at 

home by yourself all the time. In the same way, you can't build up a vocabulary if you 

never meet any new words. And to meet them you must read. The more you read the 

better.” 

Improving one’s vocabulary is not a daunting task. To give students a break from 

traditional classroom learning, there is a dire need to revive the quiz culture and 

technology can act as a facilitator. Quizzes are interactive platforms where students not 

only participate but gain knowledge and seek opportunities to excel.  

DAY 4 of READ-A-THON commenced with VOCABULARY CAPSULE.  It proved to be 

an enriching and fruitful day for the eager learners. Students of Class 6 enjoyed I SPY 

WITH MY LITTLE EYE while those of Class 7 were intrigued by  

PICT-IDIOM-O-GRAPH. It was a 

 great learning experience and the 

 students enjoyed it thoroughly.  

The quiz left the students yearning 

 for more.   



BOOK WEEK DAY 5 
 

“There is no real ending. It’s just the place where you stop the story.” 

It was a week of flurry and excitement, with the children being fruitfully engaged and 

getting exposure to literature. The week long extravaganza, full of fun and learning, 

ended with a wide range of activities. The students showcased their creativity and 

exhibited their talent. The enthusiasm and fervour among students could be witnessed 

through their active participation. 

We extend our heartiest gratitude to the parents and students for their cooperation and 

contribution to make this event a success.Well done students! Keep reading, as Sir 

Francis Bacon said 'READING MAKETH A FULL MAN'.  

  



  



 
 
 
 

Class VIII observed the Anti-Terrorism Day on 21st May. They not only quoted anti 

terrorism slogan but also depicted the stories of national heroes and highlighted the 

suffering of common people showing how it is prejudicial to the national interest. 

 

 
 
 
 
  

ANTI-TERRORISM DAY 
 



 
 
 
 

 

"Let's nurture the nature so that we have a better future" 
 

World Environment Day is celebrated on 5th June and the theme of World Environment Day 

2021 is 'Reimagine. Recreate. Restore.' as this year marks the beginning of Ecosystem 

Restoration. Most environmental problems have cascading effects with one issue leading to the 

other and some are also interconnected. It is to be noted that most of the damages are 

anthropogenic. The only solution lies in planting more and making earth green. 

We at Modern Vidya Niketan , Sec- 17, consider environment as a matter of vital importance. 

On the occasion of World Environment Day, an array of activities were organised to sensitise 

the young minds and to contribute to raise environmental protection awareness among the 

students. Our young crusaders planted saplings, made bird feeders and designed posters. 

Through these activities they pledged to make this world greener and to take earnest initiatives 

to heal the environment. 

  

Environment Day Celebration 
 



  

“Yoga is the journey of the self, through the self, to the self.” 

Yoga plays a crucial role in promoting health in a holistic manner by improving physical, 

mental, emotional and spiritual health. Yoga can be termed as a one-size-fit-all. Solution to 

fight stress and also alleviate other ailments including depression and anxiety. It is not 

about exercise but to discover the sense of oneness with yourself, the world and the nature. 

It embodies unity of mind and body; thought and action; restraint and fulfillment; harmony 

between man and nature; a holistic approach to health and well-being. 

From time immemorial, it has helped bring greatness to the lives of many. It is a treasure 

that has been inherited thus far and must now be imparted for the benefit and welfare of 

future generations to come. 

On the occasion of International Yoga Day on 21st June , a three day Online Yoga Camp 

from19th June to 21st June was organised for the Students of Middle Wing, which saw 

impressive participation from all energized students in huge numbers . 

 

INTERNATIONAL YOGA Day Celebration 
 



  



  



  



 

  

  

WORLD MUSIC Day Celebration 
 

No matter what mood one is in, music always uplifts it. Music has a universal 

language. Even if one is not able to comprehend the words/lyrics, the melody 

touches one's heart. The students of MVN celebrated the World Music Day by 

giving mellifluous renditions of their favourite numbers and enthralled the 

audience. Their mellifluent song resonated in hearts and minds of the audience 

long after the performance was over, much like Wordsworth’s "Solitary Reaper”  

"Where the music in my heart I bore, long after it was heard no more." 



 

 

MVN is delighted to announce the commencement of YOUNG EXPLORER SERIES, a 

platform that offers an opportunity to foster the development of skills such as 

experimentation, critical thinking, problem solving, self-expression and independent 

enquiry through the medium of Science by way of short videos and animations. It is 

aimed at encouraging the enthusiastic students to increase their inquisitiveness from an 

early age and build their observational and logical skills while undertaking an activity. We 

firmly believe that children are never too young to be exposed to the scientific methods 

and absorb the learnings into their practical life. 

 

The main goal of the YOUNG EXPLORER SERIES is to create an open web based 

community, a privileged forum for sharing ideas and diffusion of the results and the 

development and improvement of scientific literacy by extended use of investigative 

hands-on experiments based on learning of Science and its applications. 

  

YOUNG EXPLORER SERIES 
 



THE BRAVURA 

AIMING AND ACHIEVING IS OUR MOTTO AND TRADITION !! 
 

With immense sense of exhilaration, we present the path 

breaking achievements of the school and its students to you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

Indian Association Of Physics Teachers (IAPT) 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

National Mathematics Talent Contest Stage 



  
 
 

“A true talent delights and gives wings to the possessor.” 
-Ralph waldo emerson 

 

Accolades To The Writing Champions 

It gives us immense pleasure to announce that the students of Modern Vidya Niketan  

School, Sector-17, Chayanika Singh, Nitya Singla and Diya Sher have brought laurels to 

the school by participating and securing places for themselves in the Inter School Essay 

Competition, 'Expression'. Chayanika Singh, a Class X student bagged the first position 

by penning her captivating opinions on the topic 'Integrity Makes a Great Character', 

Nitya Singla, Class X Student made her readers pondered upon 'Naari Shiksha Ka 

Mahatva' with her striking writing style and bagged the Second Position in Hindi category 

and Diya Sher of Class XII presented her thought provoking ideas and questions 

regarding the major development issues faced by India with respect to achieving the UN 

Sustainable Development Goals and took the Third Position. 

 

  

INTER-SCHOOL ESSAY WRITING COMPETITION 
 



 
  NATIONAL TALENT SEARCH EXAMINATION STAGE-1 



  

A Master Stroke by Promising Modern Vidya Niketan , Sec-17 Artists  

 

In the event, MF Hussain Art Competition organised by DPSG, Faridabad on 5th 

June, 2021,Students of MVN School ,Sector -17 made a clean sweep by winning 

the First Position in all the three groups.Group-l - Sonaya Verma of Class V,Group-ll 

- Avni Singhal of Class VIII and Group-lll - Drishti Sehgal of Class XI secured the 

First Position while Bhoomika Agarwal of Class X bagged the Second Position in 

Group lll and made us proud of their commendable performance. 

M F HUSSAIN ART COMPETITION ORGANISED BY DPSG 



 
 
 
 

 
“Hide not your talents, they for use were made. What's a Sundial in shade?”  

- Benjamin Franklin 
 

Kudos to Our Achievers 

Continuing the saga of success and achieving excellence, the students of Modern Vidya 

Niketan , Sec-17, have brought laurels to the school by participating and securing places 

for themselves in Online State Level Summer Camp-2021 organized by Bal Bhawan.  

The school extends its whole-hearted congratulations to the achievers on their 

remarkable accomplishment. 

Online State Level Summer Camp-2021 

ORGANISEED BY Bal Bhawan 



  



  



  

INTERNATIONAL CHEMISTRY OLYMPIAD 2021 



 

 

 
EINSTEIN CLUB 

 

 
A budding Scientist from Einstein Club, Pranjal Singh Tanwar of class VIII A gave  an 

engrossing presentation on CURIOSITY ROVER. Rovers are typically created to land on 

other planets via a lander-style spacecraft, tasked to collect information about the terrain, 

and to take crust samples such as dust, soil, rocks, and even liquids. They are essential 

tools in space exploration. The session was educational and insightful.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

Einstein club students engaged themselves in spectacular activities of Inflating a balloon 

with carbon dioxide and wrote secret messages using Invisible ink.  The concepts of 

science are best learnt through such amazing experiments and demonstrations. 

SATURDAY FUN CLUBS 



RAMANUJAN CLUB 
 

CALENDAR PE CHARCHA 

The members of Ramanujan Club learnt to see different patterns in calendars during this 

session. The concept of arithmetic progression was elucidated through this activity. 

Students also made 1000 year calender which can be used to tell the day on any date in 

a span of 1000 years. It was a thoroughly gratifying experience for the students. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FUN OF FINDING SQUARES USING DIAGONAL METHOD 

A bit beyond perception's reach  

The numbers and the diagonals I see 

 These are two locked boxes  

Each containing the other's key. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  



LITERARY CLUB 
 

TODAY A READER, TOMORROW A LEADER 

To groom our young readers to be leaders of tomorrow, the Literary Club for class 8 held 

a story reading session. The students exhibited their favourite books from their personal 

library. A short story by eminent contemporary writer, Sudha Murthy was read and a 

short video of the same was shown. The session concluded with a character sketch 

activity. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Writing short stories is the best way to pour our heart out in a meaningful way. The 

budding writers of Literary Club showcased their creativity and imagination through their 

short stories. Fiction based on real life to holidaying of Martians on Jupiter, the universe 

became super realistic and incredibly fantastic in story writing sessions in the club class. 

  



SUNDAR PICHAI CLUB 
 
The students of  Sundar Pichai IT club had a session where they learnt coding and tricks 

of  computer which makes working easier. They also learnt CSS which helps to make 

more interactive webpages.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

E- POSTERS -ONE STOP SOLUTION FOR MASS CAMPAIGN 
Digital poster are the most effective way to spread mass awareness and reach the target 

audience within no time. Sunder Pichai Club students learnt to incorporate multimedia, 

zooms, and transitions in their customized posters to make them a more meaningful 

visual art form. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 

TANSEN CLUB 
 
 
The Club had a euphonious session where the basics of Sargam and Swar were taught. 

The same was interpreted in the Instrumental club where students learnt to play Sargam 

on guitar and synthesizer. Also, the singing of SargamGeet was taught. 

 

  



 

MUN CLUB 
 

A training session was conducted to prepare the students to enhance their public 

speaking skills by making them focus on the content, voice modulation, confidence and 

how to connect with the target audience. 

A brief introduction highlighting the significance of MUN was also given. 

Students participated enthusiastically and enjoyed the session. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

Humanity is facing Water Crisis. The 

unequal distribution of the resource has 

resulted in very wet and very dry 

geographic locations. 844 Billions around 

the world live without access to safe 

drinking water. Water conservation Law 

was rightfully demanded in the Mock Lok 

Sabha. The young, dynamic 

spokespersons of classes VI and VII from 

MUN Club ( Mock Lok Sabha ) discussed, 

debated and raised their concerns loud 

and clear about the grave situation of 

availability of drinking water across the 

world . 



 

UDAY SHANKAR CLUB  
 
Under this club, the students who opted for western dance, learnt the basic steps. The 

class began with warm up exercises. The students attended the club enthusiastically.  

 



FITNESS CLUB 
 

Yoga is essentially a practice for your soul,  

working through the medium of your body 

The students of fitness club began this journey with:Pranayam – Anulom Vilom and 

Suryanamaskar-Pranamasana,Hastottanasana,Padhatasana,Ashwasanchalnaasana, 

Santolanasana,Shastangnamaskarasan,Bhujangasana,Parvatasana 

The students performed these asanas with precision. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
  

Run, jog, jump or skip, 

Make sure you do your bit, 

To stay healthy and fit, 

Swear by yoga or aerobics. 
 

To stay fit as fiddle, the energy packed 

athletes and sports stars of classes VI, VII of 

fitness club are learning new techniques and 

ways to stay healthy. They are learning about 

the significance of nutrition, sleep patterns, 

immunity and meditation in life. 



DRAMATICS CLUB 
 
The Dramatics Club for the week included teaching students about the basic elements of 

drama like voice modulation and expressions, introduction of three main "ras"; Hasya, 

Shringaar, Karun. 

The students were carefully guided to be able to read and enact the different kinds of 

emotions. They learnt how to work together and help each other through this amazing 

process of gaining knowledge of drama arts. 

 

  



M F HUSSAIN CLUB 
 

The students of MF Hussain club learnt OP art, short for Optical Art, which is a style of 

visual art that uses Optical illusions. Students used shapes, colours and patterns in 

special ways to create images that looked as if they were moving or blurring. Their 

creations gave the impression of movement, hidden images, flashing and vibrating 

patterns.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Pencil Shading plays a major role in realistic art. The incipient artists from classes 6 and 

7 are taking training to define portrait making as an art. They are learning to show the 

depth in the subject or the drawing.  Drawing is the imaginative piece of art on the two 

dimensional material while the real subject is three dimensional with values ,emotions 

and contrast Portrait shading is a technique which takes your drawing to the next level, 

giving it a realistic appeal. 

  

Portraits are effective and compelling 

when they convey the emotions of the 

person. Students are learning to make 

strong portraits which will  captivate the 

viewers and will become pride 

possessions for their subjects 



 
 
 


